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Reviewer's report:

This is a good retrospective paper with the old definition of sepsis. There are plenty of data and perhaps too many table. The interesting feature is that patients with community-acquired sepsis were included and the old definition was used.

General comments:

The paper is well written and it represents a good perspective
Line 126 "rande" is probably "range"
Line 193 "S. Enteritidis" is "S. eneteriditis"
Severe sepsis was associated with steroid usage. Is there a calculation of the relative contribution to mortality of these immunocompromised patients?
In conclusion, I would shorten somehow the tables.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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Does the work include the necessary controls?
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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